
SDLE addresses core knowledge and skills ALL health center Clinical Leaders need – at virtually 
any level – to be increasingly effective managers, leaders, and advocates for their centers  
and communities. 

In addition to the history, terminology, political evolution, and regulatory expectations of the 
Health Center Movement, SDLE focuses on Clinical Leader competency in such critical  
issues as: 

Achieving Ever-Better Performance in Your Clinical Leader Role 
Addressing Common Clinical and Administrative Issues in Health Centers
Fully Understanding and Working Within the Health Center Model
Facing Future Health Center Challenges 
Successfully Facilitating Change 
Implementing Self-Care Concepts and Techniques for Yourself and Your Staff

WHAT ARE SDLE’S MAJOR BENEFITS?

Identify your specific skill gaps
Easily find targeted learning opportunities to close your gaps
Create a structured short-term plan for how you want to grow
Drive plan follow-through and easily hold yourself accountable
Guide conversations with your manager – help them to help you
Achieve performance-based goals and targets
Develop the skills for the job you want next

FIND OUT MORE TODAY!
Contact Beth Kujawski at NACHC: (732) 833-1129 / bkujawski@nachc.org
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cooperative agreement number U30CS16089, Training and Technical Assistance National Cooperative Agreement for $6,375,000.00 with 0% of the total NCA 
project financed with non-federal sources. This information or content and conclusions are those of the author and should not be construed as the official 
position or policy of, nor should any endorsements be inferred by HRSA, HHS or the U.S. Government.

®

CLINICAL LEADERS: The unique and robust Self-Directed 
Learning Engine (SDLE) enables you to self-assess against core 
competencies developed by experts, identify skill gaps, pursue 
activities and resources mapped specifically to those gaps, 
and track your Development Plan. 

SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING ENGINE (SDLE®) 
From SkillDirector

“Own Your Professional Path” 
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